DIRECTIONS TO ST. MARGARET’S CHURCH HALL,
DARENTH HILL, DARENTH DA2 7QY
GENERAL INFORMATION AND PARKING
St Margaret’s Church is situated on Darenth Hill/ Parsonage Lane - the road has two names depending on
which direction you come from. The hall, called St. Luke’s Room, is attached to the back of the church.
After parking, you need to walk through the church gate to the church door and then follow the path
around to the right. The entrance is the glass door on your left as you reach the back of the church.

PLEASE NOTE: there is limited parking for 6 to 8 cars outside the church and to the RIGHT of the war
memorial only.
The left side of the war memorial MUST be KEPT CLEAR AT ALL TIMES for access to the neighbouring
house.
EXTRA PARKING is available close by at the entrance to DARENTH COURT FARM – this is just the other side
of the houses next to the church. Please always park in the designated gravel area on the left immediately
you pass through the farm gate and NOT on the grass. This parking is owned by the Fruit Depot and used
by their workers during the day, but users of the church premises are also able to use it at any time.

EXTRA PARKING AT DARENTH COURT FARM
ST. MARGARET’S CHURCH ENTRANCE

NO PARKING TO LEFT
OF MEMORIAL

PLEASE PARK ON THE GRAVELLED AREA. PLEASE DO
NOT PARK ON THE GRASS

FROM DARTFORD/ CRAYFORD DIRECTION
Take the A225 from Princes Road traffic lights for Hawley, Sutton-At-Hone, and Farningham. Stay on this
road until you reach the mini roundabout by Sutton Place on the outskirts of Sutton-At-Hone. Turn LEFT at
the mini roundabout. You are now on Parsonage Lane.
As the road starts to go uphill you will pass the Fruit Distribution Depot on your RIGHT. Slow down and
indicate RIGHT here as immediately after Fruit Depot entrance is a short row of terraced cottages and then
the entrance to St Margaret’s Church which has the war memorial in front. Park to the RIGHT of the
memorial only. Or continue past the neighbouring uphill house and turn RIGHT into the entrance to
DARENTH COURT FARM where extra parking is available. This entrance is marked by a big rock.
If you have got to Roman Villa Road at the top of the hill you have gone too far!

FROM SUTTON-AT-HONE/ FARNINGHAM/ SWANLEY DIRECTION
Follow the A225 from Farningham roundabout towards Dartford. Pass through the village of Sutton-AtHone, until you reach the mini roundabout by a row of shops set back from the road and a post box. Turn
RIGHT at the roundabout into Parsonage Lane.
As the road starts to go uphill you will pass the Fruit Distribution Depot on you RIGHT. Slow down and
indicate RIGHT here as immediately after the Fruit Depot entrance is a short row of terraced cottages and
the entrance to St Margaret’s Church with the war memorial in front. Park to the RIGHT of the memorial
only. Or continue past the neighbouring uphill house and turn RIGHT into the entrance to DARENTH
COURT FARM where extra parking is available. This entrance is marked by a big rock.
If you have got to Roman Villa Road at the top of the hill you have gone too far!

FROM DARENT VALLEY HOSPITAL/ GRAVESEND/ LONGFIELD DIRECTION
Drive along the B260/ GREEN STREET GREEN ROAD to the mini roundabout at LANE END which is near the
shops. Turn off the B260/ GREEN STREET GREEN ROAD at the roundabout into DARENTH HILL.
Go up the hill, pass Roman Villa Road and start down the hill passing the isolated house on the left.
Before the next house, turn LEFT into the entrance to DARENTH COURT FARM, marked by a big rock, to
access the extra parking which is immediately through the farm gate and on the left. Park in the
designated gravel area only. Alternatively pass the house next to the farm entrance and immediately turn
LEFT to park in front of the church to the RIGHT of the war memorial only. If you have reached the Fruit
Distribution Depot on the left, you have gone too far!

